Skillmatics Card Game - Train of Thought | Super Fun & Interactive
for Family Game Night | Gifts for Kids (6-99 Years) Review-2021

EXCITING CARD GAME OF QUESTIONS & REAL CONNECTIONS - Reflect, think & imagine as
you answer interesting questions and perform fun challenges. If you were a photographer who
would you take pictures of? who do you think knows you best? Learn more about yourself and loved
ones as you engage in meaningful conversations! Are you ready to be the first one to complete your
'Train of Thought' ?
SUPER FUN FAMILY GAME - Train of thought is the perfect parental tool to approach playtime and
family time. This highly engaging, age-appropriate game of exciting questions & fun challenges can
be enjoyed by all ages. This game is ideal for 2-6 players.
PLAY IT ANY TIME ANY PLACE â€“ One game set includes 110 Question cards, 20 Wild cards, 20
Action cards and a handy box to store it all. Itâ€™s portable & great travel size game. Become an
instant champion by playing at family game night, gatherings, plane trips and more!
HOW TO WIN - Each player draws a card from the center and takes turns in answering questions.
Cards are of 3 colors, Each color represents a train compartment. Be the first player to complete
your 'Train of Thought' by collecting 3 complete compartment sets, 1 set of each of the 3 colors of
cards
GREAT GIFT â€“ Train of Thought is an ideal gift and enjoyable way to bring your family together
through meaningful conversations!GET READY TO PLAY THE MOST EXCITING CARD GAME OF
QUESTIONS & REAL CONNECTIONS
Reflect, think & imagine as you answer interesting questions and perform fun challenges. If you
were a photographer who would you take pictures of? who do you think knows you best? Learn
more about yourself and loved ones as you engage in meaningful conversations! Are you ready to
be the first one to complete your 'Train of Thought' ?
SUPER FUN FAMILY GAME!
This is a â€˜feel goodâ€™ game for a fun game night, filled with amazing content that can be
thoroughly enjoyed by all ages â€“ from 6 to 99!
A PERFECT GIFT!
Train of thought is an ideal gift and enjoyable way to bring your family together all while having a
blast!
150 CARDS & TRAVEL FRIENDLY!
One game set includes 110 Question cards, 20 Wild cards, 20 Action cards and a handy box to
store it all. Itâ€™s portable & a great travel size game. Become an instant champion by playing at
family game nights, gatherings, plane trips and more! Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code,
discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for
money.

